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1. Internal set theory. We present here a new approach to Abraham
Robinson's nonstandard analysis [10] with the aim of making these powerful
methods readily available to the working mathematician. This approach to
nonstandard analysis is based on a theory which we call internal set theory
(1ST). We start with axiomatic set theory, say ZFC (Zermelo-Fraenkel set
theory with the axiom of choice [1]). In addition to the usual undefined binary
predicate E of set theory we adjoin a new undefined unary predicate standard.
The axioms of 1ST are the usual axioms of ZFC plus three others, which we
will state below.
All theorems of conventional mathematics remain valid. No change in terminology is required. What is new in internal set theory is only an addition, not
a change. We choose to call certain sets standard (and we recall that in ZFC
every mathematical object-a real number, a function, etc.-is a set), but the
theorems of conventional mathematics apply to all sets, nonstandard as well
as standard.
In writing formulas we use A for and, V for or, ~ for not, =* for implies,
and <=> for is equivalent to. We call a formula of 1ST internal in case it does
not involve the new predicate "standard" (that is, in case it is a formula of
ZFC); otherwise we call it external. Thus "x standard" is the simplest example
of an external formula. To assert that x is a standard set has no meaning
within conventional mathematics-it is a new undefined notion.
The fact that we have adjoined "standard" as an undefined predicate (rather
than defining it in terms of E as is the case with all of the predicates of
conventional mathematics) requires a readjustment of an engrained habit. We
are used to defining subsets by means of predicates. In fact, it follows from the
axioms of ZFC that if A(z) is an internal formula then for all sets x there is a
set y = {z E x: A(z)} such that for all sets z we have z&y<&zExA
A(z).
However, the axioms of ZFC say nothing about external predicates. For
example, no axioms allow us to assert that there is a subset S of the set N of
all natural numbers such that for all n we have « € S <=> n E N A n standard. We
may not use external predicates to define subsets. We call the violation of this rule
illegal set formation.
We adopt the following abbreviations:
Vstx
Vfinx

for \/x(x standard) =», 3six
for \/x(x finite) =>,
3finjc

for 3x(x standard) A
for 3x(x finite) A
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jc for Vsix(x finite) =>,

VJC E y

for \fx(x

E y) =>,

3st

fin

x for 3six(x finite) A

3.x E ƒ

for 3X(JC E J ) A .

Here "JC finite" has its usual meaning: it is an abbreviation for the internal
formula which asserts that there is no bijection of x with a proper subset of
itself (or equivalently that there is a bijection of x with {m E N: m < n) for
some natural number n).
The axioms of 1ST are the axioms of ZFC together with three additional
axiom schemes which we call the transfer principle (T), the principle of
idealization (I), and the principle of standardization (S). They are as follows.
Let A(x, tx,..., tk) be an internal formula with free variables x, t\, . . . , tk
and no other free variables. Then
(T)

V 8 ^ • • • V s VV s t x A(x, tx,..., tk) => \/x A(x9 4 , . . . , tk)).

Let B(x,y) be an internal formula with free variables x9 y and possibly other
free variables. Then
(I)

Vst ûnz3x\/y

E z B(x,y) «=> 3xVsiy B(x,y).

Finally, let C(z) be a formula, internal or external, with free variable z and
possibly other free variables. Then
(S)

\/stx3siyVsiz(z

E y <=> z E x A C{z)).

This completes the description of internal set theory.
A statement is a formula with no free variables. Let A be an internal
statement and let Asi be the statement obtained by replacing each occurrence
of 3x by 3six and each occurrence of Vx by Vstx, for all variables x
occurring in A. We call Ast the relativization of A to the standard sets. By
successive applications of (T) (working from outside in) we see that A <=> Asi.
Thus all theorems of conventional mathematics also hold when relativized to
the standard sets. Conversely, to prove an internal theorem it suffices to prove
its relativization to the standard sets.
So far we have made no mention of constants (such as 0 for the empty set
and R for the set of all real numbers). Constants are a matter of convenience.
If we introduce them into the theory then all of our axioms remain valid for
formulas containing constants, except that the transfer principle is only valid if
all of the constants occurring in the formula are standard.
Before applying transfer to an assertion, we must verify two things: that the
assertion is internal and that all parameters in it have standard values. We call
the violation of this rule illegal transfer. It is the most insidious pitfall awaiting
the mathematician who wants to use nonstandard analysis.
Suppose that there exists a unique x such that A(x), where A(x) is an internal
formula whose only free variable is x. Then that x must be standard, since by
transfer 3x A(x) =» 3six A(x). For example, the set N of all natural numbers,
the set R of all real numbers, the real number *r, and the Hubert space L2(R)
are all standard sets, since they may be uniquely described in conventional
mathematical terms. Every specific object of conventional mathematics is a
standard set. It remains unchanged in the new theory. For example, in internal
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set theory there is only one real number system, the system R with which we
are already familiar.
Let B(x,y) be an internal formula with free variables x and >> and possibly
others. Then (I) asserts that the relation is simultaneously satisfiable for all
standard^ if and only if it is simultaneously satisfiable on every standard finite
set. Whether or not the latter is true may depend on the other free variables,
if any.
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a set. Then every element ofX is standard if and only
if X is a standardfiniteset.
PROOF. Let B(x,y) be x G X A x ¥= y. Then the right-hand side of (I) is
equivalent to 3x G X ~ (x standard). Taking negations, we have

Vx G X(x standard) <=> 3 s t MzVx3y
<=>3

stfin

G z ( ~ (* e X) V JC = y)

z(* Cz).

If A" is a standard finite set then every element of it is standard, because we
may take z = X. Conversely, if every element of X is standard then I C z ,
where z is a standard finite set. Hence X G P(z), where P(z), the power set of
z, is also a finite set. By what we have already proved, this means that X is
standard, and it is finite since it is a subset of a finite set. Q.E.D.
In particular, every infinite set has a nonstandard element. Thus there exists
a nonstandard natural number. On the other hand, by transfer, 0 is a standard
natural number, and for all natural numbers n, if n is standard then n + 1 is
standard. This does not contradict the induction theorem (which says that if
S is a subset of N, such that 0 G S and such that for all n we have
n G S =» (n + 1) G S, then S = N)-it merely shows that there does not exist
a subset S of N such that a natural number is in S if and only if it is standard.
THEOREM

1.2. There is a finite set F such that for all standard x we have

x G F.
Apply (I) to B(F,X) given by (x G F A F finite). Q.E.D.
Such a set F cannot be standard, for if it were then by transfer it would
contain all sets x. Also, there is no smallest such F. If we attempt to define the
intersection of all such F we are engaging in illegal set formation, because we
may only define intersections of sets of sets and we cannot use an external
predicate to define the set of sets to be intersected.
Although we cannot use external predicates to define subsets, the principle
of standardization provides a substitute. Two sets are equal if they have the
same elements. By transfer, two standard sets are equal if they have the same
standard elements. Thus the set y given by (S) is unique. We denote it by
s
{z G x: C(z)}. This may be read as "the standard subset of x whose standard
elements are those which satisfy C". Do not read it as "the set of all standard
elements in x which satisfy C" because this is illegal set formation. When a
standard set is defined by the standardization principle, the criterion for set
membership applies only to standard elements. The standardization principle
does not give a direct criterion for deciding whether a nonstandard element z
of x is in y = (z G x: C(z)} or not. It may happen that z G y but ~ C{z\
PROOF.
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and it may happen that z & y but C(z). For example, let « be a nonstandard
natural number. We claim that s{z E N: z < w} == N (although there are z in
N which do not satisfy z < n). To see this, it is enough, by transfer, to show
that the two sets have the same standard elements, since both sets are
standard. That is, we must show that if z is a standard natural number then
z < n. But {w E N: w < z) is a standard finite set. By Theorem 1.1 every
element of it is standard, so that it does not contain n. In the same way we see
that s{z E N: z > n} = 0 (although there are natural numbers z with
z>n).
In the above example the predicate C(z) given by z < n is internal, so that
we may also form the set {z E N: z < n}. This is a nonstandard set which is
a proper subset of N. Someone might object: "How can we form this set if n
is nonstandard, since nonstandard is an external notion?" The objection has
no merit. The formula z < n is internal. For every natural number n we can
form{z E N: z < «}.
The principle of standardization may be used to show the existence of
standard functions. In the following theorem A(x9y) is a formula, internal or
external, with free variables x and y and possibly others.
THEOREM 1.3. Let X and Y be standard sets and suppose that f or all standard
x in X there is a standard y in Y such that A(x9y). Then there is a standard
function y: X -» Y such that for all standard x in X we have A(x9y(x)).
PROOF. If for all standard x in X there is a uniaue standard ƒ in Y such that
A(x9y)9 then this is immediate: the standard set {(x,y) E X X Y: A(x9y)} is,
by (T), a function y : X -> Y and, by definition, A(x9 y(x)) for all standard x in
X.
Now consider the general case. Let P(Y) be the power set of Y (the set of
all subset of Y). This is a standard set since y is a standard set. For all x in X
there is a unique standard set Tin P(Y) such that T = s{y Œ Y: A(x9y)}. By
what we have just shown in the previous paragraph, there is a standard
function T: X -* P(Y) such that for all standard x in X we have f(x)
= 5 {}/G Y: A(x9y)}. By hypothesis f (x) # 0 for all standard x in X. By the
axiom of choice relativized to the standard sets, there is a standard function
y : X -> Y such that for all standard x in X we have y(x) E f (x) and,
consequently, A(x9y(x)). Q.E.D.
A real number x is called infinitesimal in case \x\ < e for all standard e > 0,
limited in case \x\ < r for some standard r9 and unlimited in case it is not
limited. Notice that 0 is infinitesimal. By (T) it is the only standard infinitesimal, but by (I) there exist nonzero infinitesimals and there exist unlimited real
numbers. We emphasize again that we are talking about the ordinary real
number system R with which we are familiar and that everything we know
about R remains valid. For example, if x ^ 0 then there is a integer n such
that nx > 1. The integer n will be unlimited if x is infinitesimal, but this is an
additional piece of knowledge which does not change anything we already
know.
Two real numbers x and y are called infinitely close, denoted by x c* y9 in
case x - y is infinitesimal. (Some people say "infinitesimally close", but they
are not saying what they mean. Can you imagine gazing into the eyes of
someone you love and saying, "I feel infinitesimally close to you"?)
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THEOREM 1.4. Every limited real number is infinitely close to a unique standard
real number.
PROOF. Let x be a limited real number, so that there is a standard real
number r with |JC| < r. Let E = s{t E R: t < x}. Then E is by definition a
standard set, and for all standard / in E we have / < r. By transfer, for all /
in E we have / < r. Therefore E is bounded above. The set E is nonempty
since - r G E. Therefore E has a least upper bound a. Since E is standard, a
is standard, by transfer. Suppose that x - a > e for some standard 6 > 0.
Then a + e < JC, and since a + e is standard, a + e is in E, which contradicts
the fact that a is an upper bound for E. Suppose that a - x > e for some
standard e > 0. Then JC < a - e, so that for any standard t in E we have
f < a - e and by transfer (since E and a - e are standard) for all t in IT we
have / < a - e, which contradicts the fact that a is the least upper bound of
E. Consequently x c^ a. The uniqueness is clear from the fact that 0 is the only
standard infinitesimal. Q.E.D.
Let us point out several places where we might have gone wrong in the
argument. Suppose we had said that E — s{t E R: / < x] is bounded above
by x or that E is nonempty since x E E. There is no justification for either
of these assertions; they involve misapplication of (S). For example, let x be a
nonzero infinitesimal and let E = {t E R: / < *}. Then E = {/ E R: t
< 0} if x > 0 and E = {t E R: t < 0} if x < 0. In the former case x is not
in E and in the latter case x is not an upper bound for E. Suppose we had said
that for all standard tin E we have t < x and therefore for all t in E we have
/ < x. This is illegal transfer since x is not necessarily standard. Part of the art
of reasoning in nonstandard analysis consists of weakening assertions to a point at
which transfer becomes applicable.
If x is a limited real number, the standard real number which is infinitely
close to it is called its standard part and is denoted by st x. Notice that if a and
b are standard real numbers and x is in the closed interval [a, b], then x is a
limited real number and st x E [a, b]. More generally, if E is a standard closed
and bounded subset of R and x E £, then x is limited and st x E E.
One of the chief uses of the principle of standardization is in making
definitions. For example, let/: R -» R and x E R. We say that ƒ is continuous
at x in case (for ƒ and x standard) for all y if y c* x then f (y) c* f(x). It is
understood when we use locutions such as "in case (for ƒ and x standard)" that
we are defining a standard relation by means of (S). Let RR denote, as usual,
the set of all functions from R to R. This is a standard set. The above
definition is the same as saying that < ƒ, x) is an element of
s

{(fx) E RR X R: Vy(y =* x ^f(y) « ƒ(*))}.
This defines, somewhat implicitly, what it means for an arbitrary (not
necesarily standard) ƒ to be continuous at an arbitrary x. Similarly, we define
ƒ to be uniformly continuous on the set E in case (for ƒ and E standard) for all
x ànd y in E, if y ^ x then ƒ (y) c* f(x). We will show in the next section that
these definitions are equivalent to the usual definitions. The point is that these
external criteria of continuity and uniform continuity are considerably easier
to work with than the familiar internal e — S criteria. Part of the power of
nonstandard analysis is due to the fact that a complicated internal notion is
frequently equivalent, on the standard sets, to a simple external notion.
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THEOREM 1.5. Iff is continuous at each point of a closed and bounded subset E
of R then ƒ is uniformly continuous on E.
PROOF. By transfer, we may assume that ƒ and E are standard. Let x andj>
be in E with x c~ y. Then st x E E, and x ca st x, y c~ st x so that ƒ (x)
« ƒ (st x), f(y) c* ƒ (st x) and thus ƒ (x) ^ ƒ(>>). Q.E.D.
Someone might reasonably ask, "How is the transfer principle applicable,
since the given definitions of continuity of ƒ at x and uniform continuity of ƒ
on E involve external formulas?" The answer is as follows: The transfer
principle tells us that

VstCVstf/[Vst/Vst^(V^(x E £=*<ƒ,*> E C) =*<ƒ,£> E U)
=* VfVE(\/x(x EE=* (fx)

G C) => <ƒ,£> G U)].

Now
C - *{<ƒ,*> E RR X R: Vy(y c* * =*ƒ(>>) ^ ƒ(*))},
(/ = *{<ƒ,£> E RR X P(R): VJC E £Vy E E(y ^ X =*f(y) ^ ƒ(*))}
are, by definition, standard sets, so the result for standard ƒ and E implies the
result for general ƒ and E. We will not spell out such an argument ever again.
Anticipating the result of the next section that our definitions of continuity
and uniform continuity are equivalent to the usual ones, we have in Theorem
1.5 our first example of a proof of an internal theorem by means of 1ST. The
question arises as to whether proofs by means of internal set theory are
legitimate. In the Appendix we present the result, due to William C. Powell,
that every internal theorem of 1ST is a theorem of ZFC. Internal set theory may
be used freely in proving conventional theorems. This result also shows that it is
always possible to avoid such methods. One may use them or not as one
chooses.
2. A lexicon of nonstandard analysis. Nonstandard analysis involves an
interplay of internal and external notions. Some of the theorems which we
prove are external. Can we reformulate them so that they become internal?
Definitions of standard objects made by means of (S) may involve external
notions. Can we find equivalent internal formulations of such definitions? We
will show that the answer to both questions is yes by exhibiting an algorithm
which reduces any external formula of 1ST to an internal formula, with the
same free variables, which is equivalent to it for all standard values of the free
variables (subject to a technical qualification mentioned below).
Our point of view is a syntactical one. In 1ST we have two new quantifiers,
Vst and 3 s t , which we call external quantifiers as contrasted with the internal
quantifiers V and 3, and (I), (S), (T) are essentially rules for handling these
quantifiers.
Judging from the author's experience, it will be well to review informally the
rules for handling internal quantifiers. We assume that displayed variables do
not occur except where displayed (e.g. in (2.3) below, x does not occur in 5).
The basic rules are:
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(2.1)

~ Vx A(x) <=> 3X ~ A(x)9

(2.2)

VxVy A(x9y) <^> \fy\fx A(x9y)9

(2.3)

Vx A(x)

A 5 => VX(^(JC) A

5),

(2.4)

3x A(x)

A 5 <=» 3 4 4 ( J C ) A

5).

The rules for forming negations induce a duality; for example, corresponding
to (2.2) we have 3x3y B(x9y) <=> 3y3x B(x9y). These rules imply some others,
for example:
(2.5)

[V* A{x) =* B] <=» [3x(A(x) => B)].

("All men are dishonest implies Diogenes was right" is equivalent to "There is
a man such that if he is dishonest then Diogenes was right".)
(2.6)

[A => VJC B(X)] ** [Vx{A => B(x))]

and
similarly
[3x A(x) => B]<* [\/x(A(x) => B)] and [A =» 3x B(x)]
«=> [3x(A => B(x))]. Also
[VJC i4(x) =* V>> £(>>)] « [3x\/y(A(x) => B(y))]

(2 ?)

<* [Vy3x(A(x) =* B(y))l
[\/x A(x)
(28)

<=> Vy B(y)]

<=> [(Vx ;4(JC) => Vy 5( ƒ))

A(Vw#(w)=*V^))]
«* 3x3wVyVz[(^(x) =» £(>>)) A (B(w) => ^t(z))]
<=» VyVz3x3w[(i4(x) => B(y)) A (5(w) => A(z))].

These rules may be used to rewrite any formula as an equivalent formula of
the form Q\XX — - QnxnA9 where each Qi is V or 3 and A is a formula without
quantifiers.
Rules (2.1)—(2.8) obviously apply to the external quantifiers Vst and 3 s t as
well. By Theorem 1.3 we have
(S')

V st x3 s V A(x9y) <* 3sxy\fsix A(x9y(x))9

where A(x,y) may be internal or external and may have other free variables
and, by duality,
3 st xV s V A(x9y) <=> VsXy3six A(x9y(x))9
with the tacit understanding that x and y range over a standard set V. (This is
the technical qualification mentioned before. In practice it is not restrictive
because in concrete mathematics we are usually talking about something. To
avoid further discussion we make the blanket assumption that whenever (S')
is used the variables in question range over a fixed standard set V.) We remark
that
(2.9)

VxVsV A(x9y) <* VstjA/jc A(x9y)
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and, by duality, 3x3$iy A(x9y) *=> 3sty3x A(x9y).
We introduce the notation A SE B to mean that for all standard values of
the free variables in A and B we have A «=> B. With this notation we may
rewrite (T) as
Vstx A(x) SE \/x A(x)9

(T')

A internal,

and, by duality, 3stx A(x) = 3x A(x)9 again provided that A is internal. In
these formulas, A(x) may have other free variables, but equivalence is only
asserted when they have standard values.
Now we can describe the reduction algorithm.
Step 1. Replace all external defined predicates (such as infinitesimal or ^ )
by their definitions, until the only remaining external predicate is "standard".
Step 2. If necessary, rewrite the formula so that "standard" appears only in
the external quantifiers, replacing (x standard) by 3siy (y = x).
Step 3. Using rules (2.1)—(2.8), rewrite the formula in the form
Q\ x\ "•QnxnA{x\,..*>xn)
where A(x{,..., xn) is internal and each g, is V,
3, Vst, or 3 s t . We say that the formula is of rankj in case there are j internal
quantifiers followed (on the right) by at least one external quantifier.
Step 4. If the rank of the formula is y > 0, let Qt be the rightmost internal
quantifier followed by at least one external quantifier. Say Qt is V. It is
followed by a string of external quantifiers and then an internal formula. If it
is followed only by universal external quantifiers, use the trivial rule (2.9) to
pull them through to the left, thereby reducing the rank toy — 1. If it is
followed by both universal and existential external quantifiers, use (SO and
(2.9) to pull the universal external quantifiers through to the left. Then it is
followed by a string of existential external quantifiers, which may be treated
as one by taking an ordered tuple, and an internal formula. Use (I) to pull the
existential external quantifier to the left, so that Qi is followed only by an
internal formula and the rank is reduced toy - 1. (If Qt is 3 proceed by
duality.)
Step 5. Repeat Step 4 until a formula of rank 0 is obtained.
Step 6. Use (T') to replace all external quantifiers by the corresponding
internal quantifiers. This gives an internal formula, with the same free
variables as the original formula, which is equivalent to the original formula
for all standard values of the free variables.
We remark that it is not always necessary to carry out Step 3 fully, and that
doing so may introduce needless complications.
In the following lexicon, A and B are internal formulas. We give the
reductions of the frequently occurring patterns V3 st V st , V3Vst, V(Vst => Vst),
V(Vst <=> Vst), and V(Vst =» 3V st ).
Lexicon
si

$i

Vx3 yV zA(x,y>z)
Vx3yVsizA(x9y9z)

s Vz3 f i n /Vx3/ 6 /
s VxVfinz'3>>Vz e

A(x9y9z(y))9
z'A(x,y,z),

Vx(VsV A(x9y) => Vstz B{x9z))
= Vz3fin/V;c(ty e / A(x9y) =>

B{X9Z)\
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Vf(VstJC A{t9x) <=> VSV B(t9y))
s Vy\fz3ûnx'3ûnw'\/t[(\/x

E xf A{t9x) => B(t9y))
A (Vw> E w' fi(f,w) =>A(t9 z))]f

Vx(VsV ;*(*,>>) => 3zVstw 5(x,z, w))
= Vfinw'3fin/Vx(Vy E ƒ A(x9y) =» 3zVw E w' 5(x,z, w)).
Of these, the first four are straightforward applications of the reduction
algorithm. Let us reduce the last one, V(Vst => 3Vst), to illustrate the above
remark about not carrying out Step 3 fully. By (I), the formula 3zVstw
B(x9z9w) is equivalent to Vstfinw'3zVw E W B(x9z9w). Then V s t f i l V pulls
through all the way to the left, and VSV may be pulled out of the parentheses
as 3siy. Therefore the formula is equivalent to
Vstfinw'\/x3siy(A(x,y)

=> 3zVw E w' B(x9z9w)).

By (I) again this is equivalent to
V stfin w 3stfiny V;a>? e

y(A(x9y) =» 3zVw E w' B(x9z9w)\

We choose to push 3y E / back inside the parentheses, where it becomes
Vy E y\ Then by (T) we have the asserted result.
We will give several illustrations here, and there will be more in §4. Consider
the formula Vy(y c* x =»ƒ(>>) ~ ƒ(*)). Here the free variables are a function
ƒ: R ~> R and a point x in R, and the bound variable y ranges over R.
Replacing ^ by its definition, we see that this is equivalent to
Vy(VstS \y - x\< 8 => Vst6 \f(y) -f(x)\

< e)

where 8 and e range over the strictly positive real numbers. By V(Vst => Vst)
in the lexicon, this is equivalent (for ƒ and x standard) to
Ve3fin8'V)/(V8 E 8' \y - x\ < 8 => \f(y) -f(x)\

< e).

For 8' a finite set, V8 E 8'|y - x| < 8 is the same as | y - x\ < 8 for
8 = min 8', and so our formula is equivalent (for ƒ and x standard) to
Ve38Vy(\y - x\ < 8 => \f(y) - f(x)\ < e).
Thus the definition given in § 1 of ƒ being continuous at x is equivalent to the
usual one, and similarly for ƒ being uniformly continuous on E.
We say that a function ƒ: R ~» R is S-continuous at the point x in R in case
Vy(y — x =>f(y) s* ƒ(*)). If ƒ and x are standard, then ƒ is S-continuous at
x if and only if ƒ is continuous at x. This is not true in general, however. Let
ƒ (x) = x 2 for all # in R. Then ƒ is continuous at all x in R. Let x be an
unlimited real number and let y = x + AT *• Then >> es x but .y2 = x2 + 2
4- x~2 is not infinitely close to x29 so that ƒ is not S-continuous at x. Again, let
f(x) = a/(a 2 -f x2) where a # 0. The function ƒ is continuous at all real x.
However, if a is infinitesimal then ƒ is not S-continuous at 0.
If we apply the reduction algorithm to Theorem 1.2 we obtain the following

